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Biden Administration Envisages Using Private Firms to Spy on Americans Via their Online
Social Media Activity

By Calvin Freiburger, May 05, 2021

The Biden administration is reportedly interested in contracting with private firms to collect
information on Americans supposedly involved with “extremist groups” in an apparent effort
to circumvent legal limits on the government’s ability to spy on American citizens.

DOJ Threatened MIT Researchers with Subpoena in Collaboration with Bolivian Coup Regime

By Ken Klippenstein and Ryan Grim, May 06, 2021

A  justice  department  trial  attorney  repeatedly  contacted  Massachusetts  Institute  of
Technology researchers asking, eventually under threat of subpoena, about research they
had conducted on the 2019 Bolivian presidential election, according to emails obtained by
The Intercept.  Sent  between October  2020 and January 2021,  the emails  point  to  the
existence of  the Justice Department inquiry and add new evidence to support  Bolivian
allegations that the United States was implicated in its 2019 coup.

No Jab for Me – And Here Are 35 Reasons Why

By Dr. Gary G. Kohls, May 05, 2021

The  FDA  did  not  approve  Moderna  or  Pfizer  mRNA  gene  therapeutics  they  dubbed
“vaccines”. It simply authorized them. Fauci confirms. “In the US, the FDA in its ambiguous
statement  provided a so-called Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to the Pfizer-BioNTech
vaccine, namely “to permit the emergency use of the unapproved product, … for active
immunization…”
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Video: Rockets Rain Over US Bases in Iraq

By South Front, May 05, 2021

Military bases of the United States in Iraq are suffering from poor weather conditions, as it
would seem it’s raining rockets in the first days of May and late April. Late on May 2nd, the
US Camp Victory in Iraq came under rocket fire. Two rockets hit the site near the Baghdad
airport. The third shell was reportedly intercepted by the C-RAM anti-aircraft system.

Netanyahu Fails to Form A New Government. What Next? Unfolding “Political Plot”

By Stephen Lendman, May 05, 2021

After serving as Israeli prime minister for three years in the 1990s, Netanyahu held the post
since 2009. On slow-motion trial for bribery, fraud and breach of trust, is his tenure nearing
an end? Maybe so. Maybe not. Don’t count him out too soon. Yet at this time, perhaps his
luck ran out. Here’s where things stand on Wednesday.

Vaccines and the Health of Our Children. Quotes from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr

By Robert F. Kennedy Jr, May 05, 2021

As of 1986, only 12.8% of American kids had chronic diseases. That number has grown to
54% among the vaccine generation (ie, Generation V, those children born after 1986) in
lockstep with the CDC’s and AAP’s expanding vaccine schedule.

Stop  the  Genocide  or  Our  Children  Are  Next,  as  Pfizer  Seeks  Permission  in  UK  and  US  to
Inject 12 to 15 Year Olds

By Brian Shilhavy, May 05, 2021

On April  14th they interviewed a nurse whistleblower who referred to the experimental
COVID injections as “genocide,” and her interview prompted a Senior NHS Board member to
come out also and warn the public, in an interview with Brian Gerrish.

Chad Military Council Suppresses Mass Demonstrations Demanding Civilian Rule
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By Abayomi Azikiwe, May 05, 2021

Thousands of people took to the streets in the two largest cities in Chad of N’Djamena and
Moundou on April 27 in the aftermath of the state funeral of slain President Idriss Deby Itno,
who had been the leader of this oil-rich state for more than thirty years.

Video: Farm Laws in India

By Colin Todhunter, May 05, 2021

Colin Todhunter at his best: this is graphic, a detailed horror tale in the making for India,
an exposé on what is planned, via the farm laws, to hand over Indian sovereignty and food
security to big business. There will come a time pretty soon – (not something out there but
imminent,  unfolding  even  now),  when  we  will  pay  the  Cargill’s,  Ambani’s,  Bill  Gates,
Walmarts  –  in  the  absence  of  national  buffer  food  stocks  (an  agri  policy  change  to  cash
crops,  the end to small-scale  farmers, pushed aside by contract farming and GM crops) –
we will pay them to send us food and finance borrowing from international markets to do it.

Is the Genetic COVID Vaccine Creating a Hurricane Inside Cells of the Body?

By Jon Rappoport, May 05, 2021

Picture this: Contrary to medical claims, the genetic injection called “COVID vaccination”
forces cells of the body to produce not one, but hundreds of DIFFERENT proteins. Some of
these proteins launch severe and fatal allergic reactions. Other foreign proteins stimulate
the body to produce a powerful and continuing immune response that goes on too long; the
person becomes severely ill or dies.

NATO Summit to Discuss Ukraine’s Membership Next Month. Nuland Accompanies Blinken to
Kiev.

By Rick Rozoff, May 05, 2021

The  president  of  Ukraine  met  with  the  presidents  of  NATO members  Estonia,  Latvia,
Lithuania and Poland in the latter’s capital, Warsaw, on May 3 to solidify cooperation against
their  common  adversaries:  Russia  and  Belarus.  The  five  heads  of  state  signed  a  joint
declaration  pledging  multifaceted  cooperation,  including  on  security  concerns.

Boris Johnson’s Lies Don’t Harm Him Because the UK’s Political System Is More Corrupt than
He Is
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By Jonathan Cook, May 05, 2021

Britain’s corporate media are suddenly awash with stories wondering whether, or to what
extent, the UK’s prime minister is dishonest. Predictably in the midst of this, the BBC’s Laura
Kuenssberg is still doing her determined best to act as media bodyguard to Boris Johnson. 
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